**Dig Permit Requirements:**

By signature below, the applicant for this Permit assumes responsibility for proper barricading, lighting, and utilizing safety precautions as required by the Florida Industrial Commission and Florida D.O.T. Applicant also acknowledges receipt and understanding of the handout entitled “Dig Permit Procedures”. The applicant must visually locate all utility lines if ground penetration is to take place within six feet of a marked utility line. If the applicant is going to engage in directional boring, the applicant must visually locate all utility lines unless the drill path reaches and maintains a depth of ten feet more than six feet away from any marked utility. The applicant also assumes financial responsibility for the repair of any damage caused by the applicant to utility lines or other facilities regardless of whether a clearance review as indicated as required on the dig permit form or how precisely any underground line was located in the field. The applicant further acknowledges that it is the applicant’s responsibility to fully restore all landscape features such as turf, mulch, trees, shrubs, sidewalks, roads, curbs, pavement markings, and irrigation to original condition. The applicant also assumes financial responsibility for the repair of any damage caused by the applicant to utility lines or other facilities if the steps given in the “Dig Permit Procedures” are not followed.